SNAP™ Task Seating

SNAP High Back & Conference Chairs

Take back control of your seating. The Snap Seating family gives you options to suit any budget and a variety of users. Advanced-function mechanisms on the High and Mid Back Task Chairs offer the comfort and ergonomic adjustability of more expensive task chairs without the luxury price tag.

Simple-function mechanisms available on the two task chair models as well as the Snap Stool pare down user controls to those most important for everyday comfort—seat height, seat depth, and back height.

Likewise, Snap Conference Chairs boast a purpose-built mechanism with a single control used to adjust the seat height and unlock the back and seat, allowing them to tilt.

Like their mechanisms, the multiple models in the Snap Seating family offer varied arm options to suit their users and the tasks they perform. Conference Chairs with fixed loop arms provide fewer distractions and maintain a more uniform look after the meeting’s end.

Adjustable loop and T-arms provide additional comfort and customization for Task Chair and Stool users who engage in more intensive work for longer periods.

Advanced-function mechanisms allow users to adjust seat angle and back tilt as well as its seat height.
Snap’s stylish sled base is equipped with non-skid glides suitable for carpeted and hard flooring surfaces.

A black poly back shroud makes Snap chairs ultra durable, fitting the line’s aesthetic and sensibility.

Snap’s stylish sled base is equipped with non-skid glides suitable for carpeted and hard flooring surfaces.

The Snap Stool features a stable 26” five-star base with a generous foot ring in black or chrome.

Stools, Guest and simple-function Task Chairs offer back-height and seat-depth adjustability to accommodate every user.

SNAP™ Task Seating

SNAP LOW BACK, GUEST & STOOL

From High Back Task Chairs to Guest Chairs, comfort and durability are at the heart of the Snap seating experience. Central to that comfort is a molded foam construction. From the sculpted seat with its waterfall edge to the contoured lumbar pillows for back support, Snap chairs of every style are designed to prevent fatigue.

Even the more modest dimensions of the Mid Back Task Chair add comfort by accommodating users without overwhelming them. Coupled with that comfort are structures that are built to last. Stool, Task and Conference Chair mechanisms are constructed of heavy-gauge steel plate while the Guest Chair sled bases are welded tubular steel.

Durability is baked in to Snap with fiberglass-reinforced nylon bases and threadlock-treated hardware that won’t loosen over time. Scratch and scuff-resistant poly back shrouds and seat pans also protect the seating from damage and lengthen the upholstery’s lifespan.

With a host of options that make adjustable, comfortable seating a reality for every budget, only one question is left; how are you going to make Snap your own?